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Abstract:

With the pervasiveness of smart phones and the advance of wireless body sensor networks (BSNs), mobile Healthcare (m-Healthcare), which extends the operation of Healthcare provider into a pervasive environment for better health monitoring, has attracted considerable interest recently. However, the flourish of m-Healthcare still faces many challenges including information security and privacy preservation. In this paper, we propose a secure and privacy-preserving opportunistic computing framework, called SPOC, for m-Healthcare emergency. With SPOC, smart phone resources including computing power and energy can be opportunistically gathered to process the computing-intensive personal health information (PHI) during m-Healthcare emergency with minimal privacy disclosure. In specific, to leverage the PHI privacy disclosure and the high reliability of PHI process and transmission in m-Healthcare emergency, we introduce an efficient user-centric privacy access control in SPOC framework, which is based on an attribute-based access control and a new privacy-preserving scalar product computation (PPSPC) technique, and allows a medical user to decide who can participate in the opportunistic computing to assist in processing his overwhelming PHI data. Detailed security analysis shows that the proposed SPOC framework can efficiently achieve user-centric privacy access control in m-Healthcare emergency. In addition, performance evaluations via extensive simulations demonstrate the SPOC's effectiveness in term of providing high-reliable PHI process and transmission while minimizing the privacy disclosure during m-Healthcare emergency.
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1. Introduction:

Our aging society, mobile Healthcare (m-Healthcare) system has been envisioned as an important application of pervasive computing to improve health care quality and save lives, where miniaturized wearable and implantable body sensor nodes and smart phones are utilized to provide remote healthcare monitoring to people who have chronic medical conditions such as diabetes and heart disease [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].

Specifically, in an m-Healthcare system, medical users are no longer needed to be monitored within home or hospital environments. Instead, after being equipped with smart-phone and wireless body sensor network (BSN) formed by body sensor nodes, medical users can walk outside and receive the high-quality healthcare monitoring from medical professionals anytime and anywhere. For example, as shown in Figure 1, each mobile medical user’s personal health information (PHI) such as heart beat, blood sugar level, blood pressure and temperature and others, can be first collected by BSN, and then aggregated by Smartphone via Bluetooth. Finally, they are further transmitted to the remote healthcare center via 3G networks. Based on these collected PHI data, medical professionals at healthcare center can continuously monitor medical users’ health conditions and as well quickly react to users’ life-threatening situations and save their lives by dispatching ambulance and medical personnel to an emergency location in
a timely fashion. Although m-Healthcare system can benefit medical users by providing high-quality pervasive healthcare monitoring, the flourish of m-Healthcare system still hinges upon how we fully understand and manage the challenges facing in m-Healthcare system, especially during a medical emergency. To clearly illustrate the challenges in m-Healthcare emergency, we consider the following scenario. In general, a medical user’s PHI should be reported to the healthcare center every 5 minutes for normal remote monitoring [6].

However, when he has an emergency medical condition, for example, heart attack, his BSN becomes busy reading a variety of medical measures, such as heart rate, blood pressure, and as a result, a large amount of PHI data will be generated in a very short period of time, and they further should be reported every 10 seconds for high-intensive monitoring before ambulance and medical personnel's arrival. However, since Smartphone is not only used for healthcare monitoring, but also for other applications, i.e., phoning with friends, the Smartphone’s energy could be insufficient when an emergency takes place. Although this kind of unexpected event may happen with very low probability, i.e., 0.005, for a medical emergency, when we take into 10,000 emergency cases into consideration, the average event number will reach 50, which is not negligible and explicitly indicates the reliability of m-Healthcare system is still challenging in emergency.

Figure 1: Pervasive health monitoring in m-Healthcare system.

Recently, opportunistic computing, as a new pervasive computing paradigm, has received much attention [7], [8], [9], [10]. Essentially, opportunistic computing is characterized by exploiting all available computing resources in an opportunistic environment to provide a platform for the distributed execution of a computing-intensive task. For example, once the execution of a task exceeds the energy and computing power available on a single node, other opportunistically contacted nodes can contribute to the execution of the original task by running a subset of task, so that the original task can be reliably performed [7].

Obviously, opportunistic computing paradigm can be applied in m-Healthcare emergency to resolve the challenging reliability issue in PHI process. However, PHI is personal information and very sensitive to medical users, once the raw PHI data are processed in opportunistic Computing, the privacy of PHI would be disclosed. Therefore, how to balance the high reliability of PHI process while minimizing the PHI privacy disclosure during the opportunistic computing becomes a challenging issue in m-Healthcare emergency. In this paper, we propose a new secure and privacy-preserving opportunistic computing framework, called SPOC, to address this challenge. With the proposed SPOC framework, each medical user in emergency can achieve the user-centric privacy access control to allow only those qualified helpers to participate in
the opportunistic computing to balance the high-reliability of PHI process and minimizing PHI privacy disclosure in m-Healthcare emergency. Specifically, the main contributions of this paper are threefold.

First, we propose SPOC, a secure and privacy-preserving opportunistic computing framework for m-Healthcare emergency. With SPOC, the resources available on other opportunistically contacted medical users’ smart phones can be gathered together to deal with the computing-intensive PHI process in emergency situations. Since the PHI will be disclosed during the process in opportunistic computing, to minimize the PHI privacy disclosure, SPOC introduces a user-centric two-phase privacy access control to only allow those medical users who have similar symptoms to participate in opportunistic computing. Second, to achieve user-centric privacy access control in opportunistic computing, we present an efficient attribute-based access control and a novel nonhomomorphic encryption-based privacy-preserving scalar product computation (PPSPC) protocol, where the attributed-based access control can help a medical user in emergency to identify other medical users, and PPSPC protocol can further control only those medical users who have similar symptoms to participate in the opportunistic computing without directly revealing users’ symptoms. Note that, although PPSPC protocols have been well studied in privacy-preserving data mining [7], [8], [9], [10]. Yet most of them are relying on time consuming homomorphic encryption technique [14], [15]. To the best of our knowledge, our novel nonhomomorphic encryption-based PPSPC protocol is the most efficient one in terms of computational and communication overheads. Third, to validate the effectiveness of the proposed SPOC framework in m-Healthcare emergency, we also develop a custom simulator built in Java. Extensive simulation results show that the proposed SPOC framework can help medical users to balance the high reliability of PHI process and minimizing the PHI privacy disclosure in m-Healthcare emergency.

Figure 2: System model under consideration.

2. Models and Design Goal:

In this section, we formalize the system model and security model, and identify our design goal as well.

A. System Model:

In our system model, we consider a trusted authority (TA) and a group of l medical users \( U = U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_9 \), as shown in Fig. 2. TA is a trustable and powerful entity located at healthcare center, which is mainly responsible for the management of the whole m-Healthcare system, e.g., initializing the system, equipping proper body sensor nodes and key materials to medical users. Each medical user \( U_i \) is equipped with personal BSN and smart-U Phone, which can periodically collect PHI and report them to the healthcare center for achieving better health care quality. Unlike in-bed patients at home or hospital [16], [17], [18], medical users \( U_i \) in our model are considered as mobile ones, i.e., walking outside [19]. BSN and Smartphone are two key
components for the success of m-Healthcare system. In order to guarantee the high reliability of BSN and Smartphone, the batteries of BSN and Smartphone should be charged up every day so that the battery energy can support daily remote monitoring task in M-Healthcare system. In general, since the BSN is dedicated for remote monitoring, after being charged every day, BSN can deal with not only the normal situations but also the emergency cases in m-Healthcare. However, since the Smartphone could be used for other purposes, e.g., phoning friends, surfing webpage’s, when an emergency suddenly takes place, the residual power of smart-phone may be insufficient for high-intensive PHI process and transmission. To deal with this embarrassing situation, opportunistic computing provides a promising solution in m-Healthcare system, i.e., when other medical users find out one medical user Ui 2 U is in emergency, they will contribute their Smartphone’s’ resources to help Ui with processing and transmitting PHI.

B. Security Model

2.2 Security Model:

Opportunistic computing can enhance the reliability for high-intensive PHI process and transmission in m-Healthcare emergency. However, since PHI is very sensitive, a medical user, even in emergency, will not expect to disclose his PHI to all passing-by medical users. Instead, he may only disclose his PHI to those medical users who have some similar symptoms with him. In this case, the emergency situation can be handled by opportunistic computing with minimal privacy disclosure. Specifically, in our security model, we essentially define two phase privacy access control in opportunistic computing, which are required for achieving high-reliable PHI process and transmission in m-Healthcare emergency, as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Opportunistic computing with two-phase privacy access control for m-Healthcare emergency.](image-url)

Phase-I access control. Phase-I access control indicates that although a passing-by person has a smart phone with enough power, as a nonmedical user, he is not welcomed to participate in opportunistic computing. Since the opportunistic computing...
requires smart phones that are installed with the same medical software to cooperatively process the PHI, if a passing-by person is not a medical user, the lack of necessary software’s does not make him as an ideal helper. Therefore, the phase-I privacy access control is prerequisite. Phase-II access control. Phase-II access control only allows those medical users who have some similar symptoms to participate in the opportunistic computing. The reason is that those medical users, due to with the similar symptoms, are kind of skilled to process the same type PHI. Note that, the threshold th is a user self-control parameter. When the emergency takes place at a location with high traffic, the threshold the will be set high to minimize the privacy disclosure. However, if the location has low traffic [21], [22], [23], [24], the threshold th should be low so that the high-reliable PHI process and transmission can be first guaranteed. Note that, a passing-by person can still assist in processing some physical cares before the ambulance arrives.

C. Design Goal:
Our design goal is to develop a secure and privacy-preserving opportunistic computing framework to provide high reliability of PHI process and transmission while minimizing PHI privacy disclosure in m-Healthcare emergency. Specifically, we 1) apply opportunistic computing in m-Healthcare emergency to achieve high reliability of PHI process and transmission; and 2) develop user-centric privacy access control to minimize the PHI privacy disclosure.

3. Proposed SPOC Framework:
In this section, we propose our SPOC framework, which consists of three parts: system initialization, user-centric privacy access control for m-Healthcare emergency, and analysis of opportunistic computing in m-Healthcare emergency. Before describing them, we first review the bilinear pairing technique which serves as the basis of the proposed SPOC framework.

A. Bilinear Pairings:
Let G and G_T be two multiplicative cyclic groups with the same prime order q. Suppose G and G_T are equipped with a pairing, i.e., a non degenerated and efficiently computable bilinear map.

Let G_1, G_2 be two additive cyclic groups of prime order q, and G_T another cyclic group of order q written multiplicatively. A pairing is a map: e : G_1 × G_2 → G_T which satisfies the following properties:

1. Bilinearity: ∀a, b ∈ G_1, ∀P ∈ G_1, Q ∈ G_2 : e(aP, bQ) = e(P, Q)^ab
2. Non-degeneracy: e(P, Q) ≠ 1
3. Computability: there exist an efficient algorithm to compute e.

B. Description of SPOC:
System Initialization:
For a single-authority m-Healthcare system under consideration, we assume a trusted authority located at the healthcare center will bootstrap the whole system. Trusted Authority TA has full access control over whole healthcare system. Each medical user’s symptoms are represented through his PHP i.e. a binary vector a={a1,a2,....,an} The medical professionals make medical examination for user and generate PHP i.e. binary vector a. TA chooses body sensor nodes to establish personal BSN and installs specific medical software in users Smartphone. TA computed access control keys and master keys for particular users. User prepares session key for current date and for every 5 min BSN collects raw PHI data Raw PHI data is encrypted using session key and send to Smartphone through which it is transferred to TA.
2) User-Centric Privacy Access Control for m-Healthcare Emergency: When an emergency takes place in m-Healthcare, e.g., user U0 suddenly falls down outside, the healthcare center will monitor the emergency, and immediately dispatch an ambulance and medical personnel to the emergency location. Generally, the ambulance will arrive at the scene around 20 minutes [25]. During the 20 minutes, the medical personnel needs high-intensive PHI to real-time monitor U0. However, the power of U0’s smart phone may be not sufficient to support the high-intensive PHI process and transmission. In this case, the opportunistic computing, as shown in Fig. 3, is launched, and the following user-centric privacy access control is performed to minimize the PHI privacy disclosure in opportunistic computing.

4. Performance Evaluation:

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed SPOC framework using a custom simulator built in Java. The simulator implements the application layer under the assumptions that the communications between smart-phones and the communications between BSNs and smart phones are always workable when they are within each other’s transmission ranges. The performance metrics used in the evaluation are 1) the average number of qualified helpers, which indicates how many qualified helpers can participate in the opportunistic computing within a given time period, and 2) the average resource consumption ratio (RCR), which is defined as the fraction of the resources consumed by the medical user in emergency to the total resources consumed in opportunistic computing for PHI process within a given time period. Both NGH and RCR can be used to examine the effectiveness of the proposed SPOC framework with user-centric privacy access control of opportunistic computing in m-Healthcare emergency.

A. Simulation Setup:

In the simulations, total l users \( U = \{ U_0; U_1; \ldots ; U_l \} \) are first uniformly deployed in an interest area of 500 m 500 m, as shown in Fig. 5a. Each user \( U_i \) is equipped with his personal BSN and a Smartphone with a transmission radius of 20 m, and independently moves along the road with the velocity \( v \approx 0.5; 1.2 \) m/s in the area by following the mobility model described in Fig. 5b. Assume that the symptom character space \( n \approx 16 \), each user is randomly assigned 6-8 symptom characters. Let the emergency of user U0 take place at time \( t = 0 \), he sets the threshold \( th = 3; 5 \) and waits the qualified helpers participating in the opportunistic computing before the ambulance arrives in 20 minutes. Note that, in the simulations, we consider all users will stop when they meet U0’s emergency, and only the qualified helpers will participate in the opportunistic computing. To eliminate the influence of initial system state, a warm-up period of first 10 minutes is used. In addition, we consider U0’s emergency takes place at three locations, A, B, and C, in the map to examine how the factors l, th affect the NGH and RCR at different locations. The detailed parameter settings are summarized in Table 1. In the following, we run the simulations with different parameter settings. For each setting, the simulation lasts for 20 minutes (excluding the warm-up time), and the average performance results over 10,000 runs are reported.

B. Simulation Results:

In Figure 6, we compare the average NQHs at locations A, B and C varying with time from 2 to 20 minutes under different user number l and threshold th. From the figure, we can see, with the increase of time, the average NQH will also increase, especially for the location A. The reason is that, when all users move in the simulation area by following the same mobility model, location A will have higher traffic than locations B and C.
5. Related Works:

Opportunistic computing: The study of opportunistic computing has gained the great interest from the research community recently, and we briefly review some of them related to our work [7], [8], [9], [10]. In [7], Avvenuti et al. introduce the opportunistic computing paradigm in wire-less sensor network to solve the problem of storing and executing an application that exceeds the memory resources available on a single sensor node. Especially, their solution is based on the idea of partitioning the application code into a number of opportunistically cooperating modules, and each node contributes to the execution of the original application by running a subset of the application tasks and providing service to the neighboring nodes. In [8], Passarella et al. evaluate the performance of service execution in opportunistic computing. Specifically, they first abstract resources in pervasive computing as services that are opportunistically contributed by providers and invoked by seekers. Then, they present a complete analytical model to depict the service invocation process between seekers and providers, and derive the optimal number of replicas to be spawned on encountered nodes, in order to minimize the execution time and optimize the computational and bandwidth resources used.

Privacy-preserving scalar product computation. Research on privacy-preserving scalar product computation has been conducted for privacy-preserving data mining [28], [12], [11], [29], and as well for secure friend discovery in mobile social networks quite recently [30], [31], [32]. Initially, PPSPC protocol was designed by involving a semi trusted party [28]. Later, to remove the semi trusted party, many PPSPC protocols without a third party were proposed [12], [11], [29], [13]. However, they are relying on time-consuming “homomorphic encryption” [14] and/or “add vector protocol,” and are not quite efficient. In our proposed SPOC framework, we present a new PPSPC protocol, which does not use any “homomorphic encryption,” but is very efficient in terms of computational and communication costs, i.e., the computational cost only takes $2n$ multiplications (mul), and the communication cost is only $\frac{\sqrt{n} \cdot \log n}{2} + 256$ bits. Let $T_{mul}$ and $T_{exp}$ denote the time needed to execute a modulus multiplication and a modulus exponentiation, respectively. When we roughly estimate $T_{exp} \approx 240T_{mul}$ [33], we use Fig. 8 to compare the computation and communication costs of the proposed PPSPC protocol and the popular Paillier Cryptosystem (PC)-based PPSPC protocol described in Fig. 9. From Fig. 8, we can obviously observe that our proposed PPSPC protocol is much efficient, especially in computation costs. To the best of our knowledge, our proposed PPSPC is the most efficient privacy-preserving scalar product computation protocol till now.

6. Conclusions:

In this paper, we have proposed a secure and privacy-preserving opportunistic computing framework for m-Healthcare emergency, which mainly exploits how to use opportunistic computing to achieve high reliability of PHI process and transmission in emergency while minimizing the privacy disclosure during the opportunistic computing. Detailed security analysis shows that the proposed SPOC framework can achieve the efficient user-centric privacy access control. In addition, through extensive performance evaluation, we have also demonstrated the proposed SPOC framework can balance the high-intensive PHI process and transmission and minimizing the PHI privacy disclosure in m-Healthcare emergency. In our future work, we intend to carry on Smartphone-based experiments to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed SPOC framework. In addition, we will also exploit the security issues of PPSPC with internal attackers, where the internal attackers will not honestly follow the protocol.
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